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The present invention relates to air ventilating 
systems provided with mal-odor-reducing means 
for ventilating or air conditioning enclosed spaces ‘ 
of occupancy. 

It is a well known fact that inside air of 'en 
closed spaces designed for human occupation 
soon becomes noticeably and distastefully odorous 
due to body emanations, smoking, etc. It is also 
well known that such enclosed spaces, even 

' though only occasionally occupied or absolutely 
free from occupancy, become noticeably smelly 

' due to odor emanations from interior furnishings, 
decorations, etc. Ventilating systems for such 
enclosed spaces have been designed for comfort 
and in accomplishing this end have involved two 
major problems. One problem is the conditioning 
of the air as to chemical makeup to avoid un 
healthy conditions, and another problem is the 
reduction of the odor to below "threshold” value, 
that is, the level of conscious perception. Carbon 
dioxide, of course, exists in all air, both inside 
and outside air, and when a person breathes each 
exhalation carries with itv more carbon dioxide 
than that in the air inspired. If the factors of 
toxicity, explosive hazard and of odor should be 
disregarded the minimum amount of outside air 
required to be supplied to an enclosed space of 
occupancy to render the indoor air wholly ade 
quate for human respiratory requirements de 
pends solely on a su?lcient amount to dilute the 
carbon dioxide in the inside air to a harmless 
concentration. 

' The minimum amount of outside air is estab 
lished, not by the need for oxygen, as most people 
suppose, but by the need for diluting carbon 
dioxide to a value low enough to preclude any 
deleterious in?uence on health. This minimum 

‘ is many times the amount of air a person can 
breathe and is so small that under usual condi 
tions of construction and occupancy normal in 
?ltration through cracks in windows and doors 
is entirely adequate, with certain exceptions, of 
course, in cases where atmosphere is heavily 
laden with smoke, communicable disease germs, 
in?ammable or toxic vapors, etc. Except in in 
dustrial manufacture where the problem of toxic 
gases occasionally exists, all air supplied in 
ventilation and air conditioning practice as the 
minimum, above the small amount necessary for 
carbon dioxide dilution, is solely for the dilution 
of odor vapors. It has been established that a 
concentration of one-half of one per cent. (1/296) 
carbon dioxide is physically unharmful in other 
wise fresh air. This concentration may be main 
tained by a supply of outside air of only two and 

2 . 

one-half (2%) C. F. M. (cubic feet per minute) 
per person doing sedentary work, or about ?ve 
(5) C. F. M. per ‘person doing heavy physical 
labor. Since a person breathes only about one 
fourth (54,) C. F. M. of air, the minimum amount 
of air required exceeds what a person can use 
by about ten times, that is, the minimum amount 
of ventilation air necessary is about ten times 

, that necessary for supplying oxygen to a person’s 
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lungs. 
As contrasted therewith, it has been found that 

enclosed spaces of occupancy necessitate over 
fifty (50) C. F. M. per person to render them just 
odorless, that is, at threshold, and this condi 
tion cannot always be achieved even if all air 
conditioning systems handled one hundred per 
.cent. (100%) outside air, since this would usually 
supply only about forty (40) C. F. M. per person. 
Long ago the minimum ventilation requirement 
was established at thirty (30) C. F. M. per person, 
but in modern air conditioning practice ten (10) 
to ?fteen (15) C. F. M. of outside air per person 
is generally employed. Thus only about one 
?fth (1A) of the adequate amount for totally 
e?‘ective elimination of bad odor is actually em 
ployed in current air conditioning installations. 
It is to be appreciated and understood that in 
door air regarded as lifeless, ?at or stale acquires 
this lifeless cast due ‘to the presence of odor 
vapors. Threshold is reached only when suffi 
cient outside air is introduced to dispel such im 
pairment to what is generally regarded as \fresh 
air. Accordingly, while current ventilating prac 
tice is ineffective in reducing the odor level of 
inside air to threshold and maintaining that con 
dition, it is enormously uneconomical in that it 
introduces huge volumes of unnecessary outside 
air the humidity of which must be properly ad 
justed and the temperature of which must be 
corrected. Not only does this involve extra capac 
ity for expensive equipment, but also large quan 
titles of steam or other source of heat to raise 
the temperature of cold outside air and addi 
tionally considerable power for refrigeration to 
reduce the temperature of hot outside air, and 
also additional power costs to handle abnormally 
high quantities of air to dilute the concentration 
of odor vapors to threshold. 

It is an object of the present invention to 
eliminate diiiiculties of the prior art and make 
possible an inspiration of only such volume of 
outside air as is essential to maintain the de 
sired carbon dioxide dilution or, in certain cases, 
to correct exceptional conditions where the air 
is heavily laden with smoke, high concentration 
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of disease germs, in?ammable or toxic vapors,v 
etc., in an economical manner without increasing 
the instantaneous power load by no more than 
an almost immeasurable quantity with greatly 
reduced overall consumption, thus avoiding 
necessity for an auxilitary power unit, and while 
assuring a minimum of servicing requirements 
and substantial elimination of repairs and up 
keep. 
Another object of the present invention is to 

assure the attainment of these ends whilesatis 
tying desires for simplicity, durability and func 
tional adaptability, in addition to making readily 
attainable marked improvement in any existing 
conditions while providing for substantial mone 
tary savings. 
A further object of the invention is to assure 

the attainment of the desired ends with existing 
ventilating or air conditioning systems or equip 
ment without necessitating major changes or ex 
pensive additional equipment, particularly since 
all such systems are characterized in certain re 
spects by a heretofore unsuspected available 
source of power which, with the employment of 
certain simple apparatus of the present inven 
tion, can be caused effectively to introduce into 
air being supplied to enclosed spaces of oc 
cupancy vapor from an air-quality-improving 
liquid in a controlled and positive manner with 
regard to percentage of its introduction to achieve 
desired air-freshening and/or odor-combating 
and/ or other desirable effects. 
A more specific object of the invention is to 

provide in such a system an air-quality-improving 
liquid evaporator which has a passage extending 
therethrough adapted to bring a fraction of in 
side air from an enclosed space of occupancy into 
contact with such liquid and then cause its mix 
ture with other air being supplied by the ventilat 
ing system to the enclosed space e?’ectively to 
combat and correct odor or other objectionable 
conditions in the enclosed space, the fraction of 
inside air'by-passed through the evaporator being 
moved by an available differential in pressure 
existing between the inside air in the enclosed 
space or in a return duct as inside air is being 
drawn therethrough from the enclosed space for 
recirculation. This object is attained with the 
further advantage that the fraction of air which 
is employed to pick up vapor from a treating 
liquid to carry the latter into the enclosed space 
for adjusting the character of the inside air there 
in is drawn from a point or source where the in 
side air is substantially stable as to temperature 
and humidity, thereby assuring that the air which 
is brought into contact with the liquid. will sub 
stantially throughout any particular season cause 
a substantially uniform evaporation of the liquid, 
thereby avoiding undesirable changes in condi 
tlons. 
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

vide structural embodiments of system equipment 
and apparatus thereof which are readily con 
structed and allow eiilcient use and operation 
thereof, and other objects of the invention will 
in part be obvious and will in part appear here 
inafter. ‘ 

The invention accordingly comprises the fea 
tures of construction, combinations of elements 
and arrangement of parts which will be exempli- ' 
fled in the following detailed disclosure, and the 
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to the following detailed description taken in con 
nection with. the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a graphical representation of typical 
pressures in inches water gauge at various points 
in a typical air conditioning system modi?ed in 
accordance with the present invention and 
diagrammatically shown in Fig. 2; 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic showing in elevation of 
such a ventilating system of the present inven 
tion showing the employment therein of certain 
apparatus operable by differential pressures in 
dicated in Fig. 1; 

Figs. 3 to 8 inclusive are various views of an 
embodiment of the evaporator apparatus of the 
present invention, Fig. 4 being an elevational sec 
tion thereof taken on line 3-3 of Fig. 3 and with 
the latter being a sectional view, with parts 
broken away, taken on line 3—3 of Fig. 4; 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view, with parts broken 
away, taken substantially along lines 5--5 of 
Fig.4; 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view taken substantially 
along line 6-6 of Fig. 4; 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged sectional view of a portion 
of the neck of the supply bottle and tube 
equipped stopper therein employed in the ap 
paratus shown in Figs. 3 to 6 inclusive; 

Fig. 9 is a wiring diagram of the heating elec 
trical circuit which may be employed in the ap 
paratus shown in Figs. 3 to 8 inclusive, showing 
a possible association thereof with the electrical 
circuit of the fan motor of a ventilating system; 

Fig. 10 is a top plan view, with parts broken 
_ away, of a modified form of the evaporator ap 

paratus shown in Figs. 3 to 8 inclusive; 
Fig. 11 is an elevational section of the apparatus 

shown in Fig. 10; 
Fig. 12 is a sectional elevation of a modi?ed 

form of the tray for holding liquid to be evap 
orated, which may be used in the apparatus shown 
in Figs. 3 to 8 inclusive; - 

Fig. 13 is an elevational view, with parts in 
section and broken away. of another embodiment 
of the ventilating system of the present inven 
tion; 

Fig. 14 is a horizontal section of a further em 
bodiment of the ventilating system of the inven 
tion, showing certain apparatus thereof in plan 
view and with parts broken away; 

Fig. 15 is a diagrammatic showing in elevation 
of a portion of the system shown in Fig. 2 in 

" dicating means of control that may be employed 

55 
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scope of the invention will be indicated in the ~ 
claims. 
For a fuller understanding of the nature and 

objects of the invention, reference should. be had 

"_ - 177/ 7, 
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to advantage in accordance with the present in 
vention; and 

Fig. 16 is a view similar to Fig. 2 showing a 
variation of the controls proposed in Fig. 15. 
Referring to the drawings, like numerals iden 

tify like parts throughout. In Fig. 2 is' shown a 
ventilating system of the present invention, more 
particularly =identi?ed as an air conditioning 
system, and Fig. 1 is a pressure graph thereof 
having the ordinates representing water gauge 
pressure in fractions of an inch and showing at 
various points along the air conditioning system 
typical pressures which occur during the oper 
ation of such system. At 2| is diagrammatically 
indicated a wall of an enclosed spaced adapted 
for human occupancy, such as a room, which has 
the usual venting to the atmosphere, that, of 
course, may be collectively cracks around win 
dows, doors, etc. The enclosed space or room is 
provided in its wall II with the usual supply open 
ing 22 and the usual return duct opening 23 for 
withdrawing inside air therefrom for recircula 
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tion. In an outside wall structure 24. such as 
the outer wall of a building, is provided a fresh 
air opening 25 ?tted with the usual rain louvers 
25. ' An air inlet passage 21 is provided in the 
form of a duct and has located therein partition 
means 28 to divide a portion 'of the inlet passage 
into away 23 which supplies outside air through 
adjustable damper means 33 to a preheater 3| and 
occasionally, as is indicated, a second way 32 
which is supplied with outside air through ad 
justable damper means”, forming a preheater 
by-pass. The air inlet passage provided by the 
duct 21 is connected to intake means 34 of a power 
driven fan 35, and this inlet passage may be 
considered to be de?ned into a conditioning cham 
ber 35 which may contain the usual conditioning 
means, such as ?lters, cooling coils or water 
sprays, a reheater, etc., or one or more of these 
elements, located in the section de?ned by the 
crossing dotted lines. The section 31 of the inlet 
passage between the conditioning chamber 35 and 
the preheater 3i is normally identi?ed as a mixing 
or plenum chamber. . 
The fan 35 has suitable discharge means 38 

connected to a supply passage or duct 35 to sup 
ply air to the enclosed space including wall 20 
through the opening 22 and, if desired, the sup 
ply passage or duct 39 may be equipped with a 
reheater, as is well known in the art. The return 
air opening 23 in wall 20 of the enclosed space is 
connected by means of a return air passage or 
duct 40 to the plenum or mixing chamber 31 for 
the purpose of returning inside air, thereby mini 
mizing the amount of outside air drawn into the 
system; and, as is usual, the duct 40 may be 
equipped with adjustable damper means 4!. It 
is also well known in the art to equip such a 
system with means to provide an additional path 
for recirculation of inside air to the system at 
the fan intake means. Such means is commonly 
known as an "auditorium” by-pass, such as duct 
42 preferably equipped with adjustable damper 
means 43 which will permit a higher entering 
air temperature than is otherwise possible since-' 
it tends to avoid creation of drafts and, in addi 
tion, provides an excellent method of thermal 
control of the air conditioning system, particu 
larly in summer during the cooling cycle, by 
means of the adjustable damper means therein. 
Referring to the pressure curve 44 shown in 

Fig. 1, it will be evident that when the fan 35 
is operated pressure of the air in the inlet pas 
sage 21 progressively drops to a negative value 
at 45 in‘ the plenum or mixing chamber 31 and 
that there are further pressure drops to a point 
45 as the air is drawn through the-?ow-resisting 
conditioning means in the conditioning chamber 
35; In the fan intake means 34 there is a further 
gradual drop in the pressure to a maximum nega 
tive pressure indicated at the point 41 on the 
curve the vicinity of which is indicated in the 
system by the point marked X. The fan 35, in 
operating, is usually designed to develop a pres 
sure on theorder from one to two inches (1-2") 
water gauge, and it will be seen from Fig. 1 that 
the pressure curve 44 rises to a maximum positive 
value in the fan discharge means 38 at point". 
The pressure then gradually drops through the 
supply duct 39 and outlet opening 22 to a value 
only slightly above atmospheric pressure. 
The inside air is drawn through the return 

duct opening 23 to travel back through the return 
duct 40 to the mixing chamber 31 with a pressure 
behavior as indicated by curve 45, and it will be 
readily understood that the inside air, either in 
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the enclosed space or as it isdrawn at least 
through the ?rst portion of the return duct 43, 
will be substantially stable, particularly through 
seasonal operation of the system. - This stability 
comprises a substantial constancy in both dry 
bulb and wet bulb air temperatures and a sub 
stantial constancy in air velocity. - ~ 
Thus point Y indicated on return duct 43 will 

represent a general location of a source, con 
sidered thermally, of substantially stable inside 
air and, due to the fact that in most air condition 
ing systems the initial portion of the return air 
duct is located fairly proximate to the supply fan 
35, it will be seen that points X and Y will be 
conveniently close together. From ‘the pressure 
curves shown in the graph it will be seen that a 
static pressure di?erential of considerable value 
exists between the vicinities of points X and Y 
which is about one and ?fteen one-hundredths 
inches (1.15") water gauge between point 41 on 
curve 44 and point 55 on curve 45. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the present invention com 

prises equipping such parts of a typical air con 
ditioning system with an air-treating by-pass 5| 
connected between the points X and Y. The air 
treating by-pass 5| is particularly designed and 
equipped with apparatus for evaporating .into 
return air passing therethrough an air-quality 
‘improving liquid. Such liquid may be of any 
suitable chemical composition which will desir 
ably condition the air in an enclosed space when 
air that has passed through by-pass 5| is ad 
mixed therewith, either with respect to odor, 
addition of air-freshening constituents, germ 

' content, etc. Preferably the liquid composition 
employed is that described in Paschal Patent 
No. 2,326,672 issued August 10, 1943, and sold in 
the market under the trade name “Airkem,” 
which has very unusual simultaneous air-fresh 
ening and odor-combating characteristics when 
vapor thereof is entrained or suspended in air. 
The air-treating by-pass 5| preferably com 

prises an evaporator unit 52, an inlet duct 53 
connected between the evaporator unit and the 

' return air duct at Y, and an outlet duct 54 con 
nected between the evaporator unit 52 and the 
fan intake means 34 at X. 
As shown in Figs. 3 to 8 inclusive, an embodi 

ment of the evaporator unit 52 which may be 
employed in accordance with the teachings of the ' 
present invention‘may comprise a casing having 
side walls 55, 55 a top wall 55 and a bottom wall 
51. Partition or wall means are provided in the _ 
casing to subdivide it into air passages and com 

' partments. The latter means may comprise a 
substantially horizontal partition 58 which sub 
divides the easing into a tray chamber 53 and 
an upper chamber which, in turn, is further sub 
divided by walls 50, 50 to provide a liquid supply 
chamber El and substantially vertically extend 
ing similar air passages 52 and 53. The supply 
chamber 5| may itself be made substantially 
liquid-tight directly to contain the air-quality 
improving liquid therein, but preferably is fitted 
with a horizontal shelf 54 to support thereon a 
bottle 55, such as one of about three (3) gallons 
capacity, in inverted position with neck 55 of the 
bottle extending down through an aperture 51 
in the shelf to locate the bottle mouth substan 
tially at an aperture 58 in the partition 53. 
As shown in Figs. 3 to 6 inclusive, the wall 

means constituting the lower portion of the sup 
ply chamber 5! are obliquely arranged in reverse 
order to cooperate with additional obliquely ar 

75 ranged wall means 53, 59 extending between cas 
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ing side walls ‘I, II and the partition I. for 
altering the direction of the air passages and 
further gradually to reduce them in cross 
sectional area as they approach the partition 58. 
The partition I! is provided with a pair of 
apertures ‘I0 and ‘H which respectively provide 
communication from passages 82 and '3 to below 
partition ‘I. 

In the tray chamber 59 are provided suitable 
supports ‘I2, 12 upon which is positioned an open 
iop container or tray ‘I3 of substantial length. 
Supports 12,12 prefera ly are adjustable, as 
shown, so that the end e ges of tray 13 at ‘ll, ‘I4 
may be brought into close proximity to the under 
side of partition 58 beyond the outer edges of the 
apertures 10 and ‘H. As a result, the tray ‘I3 co 
operates with the central portion of partition 58 
to provide a duct communicating between the 
passages 62 and 83. . 
The mouth of the bottle 85 is ?tted witha 

stopper 15 having a tube 16 extending there 
through to provide communication between the 
interior of the bottle and the tray 13. By' ad 
lusting the height of the lower end of the tube 
16, the level of liquid supplied to tray ‘I3 from 
the bottle 65 is predetermined and the bottle will 
maintain a substantially uniform amount of 
liquid in the tray, thereby assuring substantially 
uniform cross-sectional area of the air passage 
between apertures ‘HI and ‘H de?ned by the front 
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30 
and back walls of the tray, the partition 58 and ' 
the surface of the body of liquid in the tray. ‘ 
The cross-sectional area of this passage above the 
surface of the liquid, which is identi?ed herein 
as the evaporating passage or duct, is purposely 
maintained much smaller than the cross-sectional 
area of the passages $2 and 63 to assure a rela 
tively high velocity of the air as it passes along 
the surface of the tray-contained body of liquid. 

It is desirable also further to restrict the pas 
sage through the evaporator at the in?ow end 
of the tray. For this purpose there may be pro 
vided an inlet plate 11 which is notched on one 
side as at 18 to de?ne end supporting extensions 
‘l9, 19. In setting up the evaporator 52 either 
of the passages 62 or 63 may be selected, as de 
sired or dictated by convenience, to serve as the 
inlet passage, with the other serving as the out 
let passage. Assuming that passage 62 is selected 
as the inlet passage, after the tray 13 has been 
positioned the inlet plate ‘I1 may be dropped 
down into passage 62 with its ends and exten 
sions ‘I9, ‘I! supported by top edges of the tray in 
the aperture ‘Hi. It is also preferable to have the 
notch 18 of inlet plate 11 cooperate with edges 
‘of the aperture 10 to provide a passage hole of 
an area substantially the same as the cross 
sectional area of the evaporating passage or duct 
de?ned above the surface of the body of liquid 
in the tray. - 
The supply chamber ‘I is provided with a front 

closure, preferably comprising a pair of cooperat 
ing, laterally slidable doors 88, 88 which may be 
of transparent material as shown in Figs. 3, 6 
and 8. Chamber Si is also preferably provided 
with a top wall 80 spaced a slight distance below 
the casing top 58 reciprocatively to receive there 
between a pair of adjustable damper plates 8|, 
8| which are slidable across the top surface of 
the wall 80 to provide variable restrictions in the 
inlet and outlet passages 62 and 63. Preferably 
back wall 82 of the casing is provided below the 
wall 80 with two series of scale marks 83 and 
the top wall it is provided with a slot 84 ad 
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iacent the back- wall 82 to receive therethrcugh 
a pair of pointers 85, 85 with each ?xed upon 
one of the damper plates 8| to cooperate with I 
the scales 83. 
With the evaporator 52 installed in' a typical 

air conditioning system, as diagrammatically 
proposed in Fig. 2, it will be found that, due to 
resistance to air ?ow between points Y and K 
through the return air duct 40 and conditioning 
means at 36 and/or the dampered “auditorium" 
by-pass 42, there is a sufllcient air pressure drop 
or static pressure differential between those 
points to cause a fraction of the thermally sub 
stantially stable inside air in the return air duct 
to flow through the relatively small air-treating 
passage or by-pass ‘I. This static pressure 
differential has been found by exhaustive survey 
to be on the order of between about two-tenths 
of an inch (0.2") and one and one-half inches 
(1.5") water gauge pressure. About ninety-?ve 
per cent. (95%) of all air conditioning or venti 
lating installations will provide such a static pres 
sure diil'erential of the order of at least four 
tenths of an inch (0.4") water gauge. 

In operating the system of the present inven 
tion with the use of the “Airkem" composition 
identi?ed above, it has been found that it is suf 
?cient to recirculate through the air-treating 
passage 5| only about one-tenth of one per cent. 
to three per cent. (OJ-3.0%) of the air circu 
lated by the fan. This is due to the fact that 
said liquid composition does not act by way of 
dilution, but when entrained in the air circulat 
ed and supplied and carried through the supply 
duct into the enclosed space it there effectively 
gives an air-freshening and odor-combating ef 
feet which not only reduces the odor to below 
threshold but actually improves the air to such 
an extent as to stimulate breathing and make 
it pleasurable. Accordingly, it has been found 
that the inlet and outlet ducts 53 and 54 of the 
air-treating passage 5! may be of a cross-sec 
tional area of the order of about twenty (20) 
square inches with the opening past the inlet 
plate 11 being of an area of about (4) square 
inches provided by notching at 18 to a depth 
of about three-fourths of an inch (0.75") and 
adjusting the supply tube 16 so that the surface 
of the liquid in the body of the tray 13 will be 
maintained at a level of about three-fourths of 
an inch (0.75") below partition 58, with an ex 
posure of about one hundred (100) square inches 
of surface of ?uid in the tray when the latter 
contains about one (1') quart of ?uid. Of course, 
other appropriate combinations of tray area and 
liquid level may be employed. 

It has been found in such a typical embodi 
ment that the frictional resistance through the 
air-treating passage 5| will require about ?fty 
?ve per cent. (55%) of the total available static 
pressure differential to accommodate the result 
ant losses. Thus the apparatus is about forty 
?ve Per cent. (45%) e?lcient as to conversion. 
Accordingly in the most ineffective ventilating 
systems where the total available static pressure 
differential is about two-tenths of an inch (0.2") 
water gauge at least about nine one-hundredths 
of an inch (0.09") water gauge is available for 
the purpose of conversion of available static 
pressure diiferential to high velocity travel of 
air over the surface of the liquid. Air velocity 
of about one thousand two hundred (1,200) feet 
per minute will be provided by a static pressure 
differential of the order of nine one-hundredths 
of an inch (0.09”). 
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Air velocities through the evaporating passage 
or duct under four hundred (400) feet per min- ‘ 
ute permit the air to pass without any material 
disturbance of the surface of the 'body of the 
liquid maintained in tray ‘II, but velocities ma 

aco'a'ooe 
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outlet" aperture from the evaporating or 

terially higher. such as from about ?ve hundred ‘ 
(500) feet per minute upwards, cause the pass-7 
ing air to produce ripples in the‘ surface of the[ 
liquid.- This materially increases theevaporati 
ing rate since, in effect. it is a combination of 
so-called parallel'?ow and transverse flow. The 
rippling of- the liquid surface results in exposure 
of extra liquid surface to the‘air, and causes 
eddy currents of high velocity in the air in im 
mediate‘ contact with the liquid, producing a 
heat transfer effect higher than parallel flow 
and approaching that which is known as ‘trans 
verse ?ow. This rippling effect hasrbeen found 
to increase the e?ective rate of evaporation be 
tween about twenty-five to ‘?fty per cent. 
(25-50%) over the rate assured by parallel ?ow 
alone.‘ ' ‘ 

This high rate of evaporation which is assured 
by the above described embodiment of the evap 
orator apparatus makes its use advantageous ‘in 
connection with very large as well as very small 
ventilating or air conditioning systems due to 
the conversion of potential energy in the air 

10 

passage is larger than the inlet opening thereto. 
thus assuring lower exit velocity. As a result, 
higher velocities assuring higher rates of evapo 
ration may be provided while not 
only entrainment of liquid droplets in the exit 
air from the tray but also, it has been found. 
surging and sloppinm, . 
The damper means' 0|, 0| are of importance 

in that they provide a ready means for desired 
regulation. The damper that is lalways~toibe 
used for regulating air ?ow is the one which 

_ happens to be on the air outlet side, that is, in 

20 

stream ?owing through‘ the evaporator to kinetic _ 
energy. Energy of compression of theair (re 
ferred to as static pressure) is converted into ve 

30 

locity pressure in the evaporating duct or pas- ” 
sage above the liquid surface. Accordingly it 
has been found that by a proper selection of di 
mensions of the evaporating passage and cross 
sectional areas of the by-pass ii at various crit 
ical points, such as at damper means therein 
and entrance to the evaporating passage, with 
respect to particular systems the velocity of the 
air through the evaporating duct or passage may 
be varied from about ten feet (10') per minute 
up to about ?fteen hundred feet (1500') per 
minute. The energy of conversion at about one 
thousand feet (1000') per minute, for example, 
is about 0.0625 inch water gauge pressure, and 
that at ?fteen hundred feet (1500') per minute 
is about 0.14 inch water gauge pressure. Thus 
with four-tenths of an inch (0.4") static pres 
sure differential available in most systems and 
with a velocity of air through the evaporating 
duct or passage of ?fteen hundred feet (1500') 
per minute there is assured twenty-six one-hun 
dredths of an inch (0.26") water gauge pressure 
to accommodate all pressure losses in the air 
treating passage, which is more than ample. 

Preferably the front of the tray chamber 58 
is closed by a pair of sliding transparent doors ' 
06, 06 and venting of ‘that chamber to the at. 
mosphere is assured by apertures l_'|-'-8‘| to avoid 
the necessity of gasketing the top ‘edge of the 
tray to the partition 58. Thisis due to the fact 
that the .pressure ‘in the passage through the 
evaporator will be below atmospheric pressure, as 
is clear from Fig. 1. Thus during operation of 
the evaporator air will rush in through aper 
tures 8'I—0'| and over the top edge of the tray 
which is in proximity to the partition 58, there 
to create turbulence inside the tray, avoiding 
egress into the tray chamber of liquid in the tray 
and vapor thereof. ’ 
The inlet plate ‘I1 is preferably employed to 

eliminate any tendency for drops of "liquid to 
be entrained in the air passing above the body 
of liquid in the tray and carried away through 

passage 63. The damper on the air-inlet side, 
such as that in passage 02,. may beset to limit 
the maximum allowable air- iiow through the 
evaporator when the other damper- is wide open. 
By means of damper Si .in' the inlet passage 02, a 
the volume of air ?owing through the evaporator 
may be readily adjusted to a position where, in 
a given system operating under certain condi 
tions, just the right amount.of air-qualityeim- V 
proving liquid will be carried into the system, to 
accomplish the air-freshening. and/or odor-com 

'_ batingand/or other effects desiredin the en 
closed space, that is, for example, an odor level. 
just below threshold, without carrying into the 
enclosed spacean excessive amount of the vapor 
which might tend to annoy a person who had 
a very keen sense of smell. ' ~ 

In order to assure that the level of the liquid 
in the tray will be at the proper height, the 
stopper ‘II is preferably formed of elastic mate 

" rial, such as cork, rubber, or the like, having a 
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bore therethrough receiving tube 16, preferably 
externally threaded to carrynuts 80, ll at op 
'posite ends of the stopper, so that the length of 
tube projecting from the end of the stopper may 
be readily adjusted for accommodating it to a 
particular apparatus and to prevent stopper 
wear from causing variation in the length of 
the projecting portion of the tube (with resultantv 
variation in the level of the liquid surface in the 
tray) that could not be corrected. With the 
maintenance of an air space between the surface 
of the liquid in the tray and the partition 58 
'of about three-fourths of an inch (0.75"), and 
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with a static pressure differential of about three 
tenths of an inch (0.3") across the evaporator 
proper the desired high rate of evaporation will 
be attained. The distance‘ between the liquid 
level and ‘the partition 58 may slightly exceed 
three-fourths of an inch (0.75"), but advisedly 
should not be less. 
In large systems it may be desirable to increase 

the rate of evaporation normally assured by the 
-means indicated above; This may be .accom 
plished by controlled heating of the liquid in the 
tray. Such heating may be accomplished by the 
provision of a source of heat inthe tray chamber . 
50, such as by mounting therein'a plurality of 
light bulbs 90-00 which may conveniently be, 
of one hundred (100) watts each. In such case 
where a source of heat is employed to increase» 

> the rate of evaporation, control thereof should 
be so associated with the means for operating 
the supply fan 35 in the system as to assure. that 
when the fan is not operating the liquid heating _ 
means will be inoperative since, otherwise, when 
the fan is idle the heat source would cause need 
less evaporation of the liquid and possibly in-' 
crease the temperature thereof to a destructive 
value. This may be conveniently accomplished 

the outlet passage by virtue of the fact that the 75 by equipping the evaporator with an electrical 
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circuit comprising wires 0|, 9| controlled by a 
master switch 92,‘ and with the light bulbs "-33 
connected in parallelacross that circuit with 
each in series with a snap switch 33, the latter 
being provided for the purpose of permitting all 
or any lesser desired number of the light bulbs 
to be operated for varying the amount of sup 
plied heat. The circuit comprising wires 3|, 3| 
will -then conveniently be connected across the 
motor control 34 ~through which circuit mains 
ti supply current to an electrical motor 36 which 
operates the fan. 
Heating of the liquid in the tray can also be 

accomplished by immersing a heating source be 
neath the surface of the liquid. For example, 
as shown in Fig. 12, a tray I13 similar to tray 
13 in Figs. 3 et seq. may be equipped with an 
electrical heating unit 91 mounted through a 
wall in the tray in a position to be beneath the 
surface of the liquidwhen maintained at a nor 
mal level therein. Such heating means may also 
beassociated with suitable control means, such 
as a rheostat in a circuit connected across the 
control of the fan motor. 
In Figs. 10 and 11 is shown a simpli?ed em 

bodiment of the evaporator apparatus described 
above. This may comprise an outer container 
33 comprising side walls 39, 93, front and back 
walls lllll, I00 and a bottom “H. An inner closed 
tank I32 provides a liquid supply chamber and 
may be supported by the front and back walls 
III, III of the container 93, with the bottom 
I03 of tank I02 supported above the bottom “II 
of tank 93 to provide an open-top container I04 
for liquid to be evaporated. By spacing the end 
walls I35, I" of the inner tank from the end 
walls 39, 38 of the outer container, air inlet and 
air outlet passages I63 and I63 respectively may 
be provided. A tube I" in the bottom of the 
inner tank I02 provides liquid supply means for 
the open-top container I“ and assures mainte 
nance therein of a substantially uniform amount 
of liquid for control of the evaporating passage 
or duct de?ned between the bottom I33 of the 
inner tank I02 and the surface of the liquid in 
container 33. Such a simpli?ed construction has 
been found to operate satisfactorily in certain 
installations. 
As will now be apparent, the present invention 

may be practiced in connection with ventilating 
systems other than those usually identi?ed as 
air conditioning systems commonly featured by 
return air ducts. Such a simpli?ed ventilating 
system is diagrammatically proposed in Fig. 13, 
wherein the inlet duct 21 is shown to be equipped 
with damper means I06, ‘?lters I01 and cooling 
or heating coils I03, constituting pressure drop 
creating conditioning means. In accordance with 
the present invention such a ventilating system 
is to be equipped with the air-quality-improving 
liquid evaporator by connecting the outlet duct 
54 thereof into the fan intake means 34 and pro 
viding the inlet duct 53 with a funnel collector 
or air inlet I09 located in a position to receive 
air in the enclosed space being ventilated, that 
is, inside air at a source where it is substantially 
stable. 
Another type of ventilating or air conditioning 

system which may employ the present invention 
to advantage is that diagrammatically depicted 
in Fig. 14, which may comprise an inlet passage 
including a mixing chamber 31 and a condition 
ing chamber 36 leading to fan intake means 34 
provided with an operating motor 96, all of which 
equipment is located in a plenum room I Ill. The 
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12 
plenum room has a supply opening 23 connected 
directly with the fan discharge 3 and a return 
air opening 23 to permit inside or room air, that 
is, air in the enclosed space surrounding the 
plenum room, to be drawn into the latter and 
eventually, through damper means 41, into the 
mixing chamber 31. An evaporator 52 of the 
present invention may also be mounted in the 
plenum room H0 and have its inlet passage 63 
open to the return air in the plenum room. Thus 
the evaporator will be connected to a source of 
inside air or room air where the latter is sub 
stantially stable. The outlet passage 63 of the 
evaporator 52 is connected by the outlet duct 54 
to the intake means 34 of the fan 35. When such 
a plenum room system is employed without the 
provision of return air means to cause air from 
the enclosed space to be recirculated, the open 
ing in the mixing chamber 3‘! controlled by the 
damper means 4| and the return air opening 23 
will be omitted. In such case, in order to supply 
the evaporator 52 with a source of substantially 
thermally stable inside air, an inlet duct 53 will 
be provided in the dotted line position shown in 
Fig. 14 to provide communication between the 
exterior of the plenum room and the inlet pas 
sage 62 of the evaporator. ; 
In a great many cases air conditioning systems 

are so equipped with control means that when 
an enclosed space is entered or occupied by an 
increasing number of people automatic controls 
will cause a progressive and somewhat propor 
tional decrease in the temperature of the air sup 
plied to the enclosed space through the supply 
duct. In such a_system apparatus of the present 
invention may be automatically controlled so 
that as the number of occupants in the enclosed 
space is increased the evaporating rate or amount 
of air-quality-improving liquid picked up and 
carried into the enclosed space will be increased. 
This may be accomplished, as proposed in Fig. 15, 
by automatically operating an adjustable damper 
in the inlet duct 53 leading to the evaporator 52. 
This damper may be the damper plate 3| con 

' trolling inlet duct 32, but preferably comprises 
an additional damper III, which may be of the 
butter?y type supported upon a rotatable shaft 
carrying on the outside of inlet duct 53 an oper 
ating arm H2 suitably linked mechanically to a 
control or operating means “3. The control H3 
may be an electrical device connected into an 
electrical circuit Ill which, in turn, may include 
a thermostat H5 preferably located in the sup 
ply duct 39. Thus as the temperature of the air 
in the supply duct 3! is automatically lowered 
when the number of occupants is increased, the 
damper HI may be caused to increase the open 
ing through the inlet duct 53 leading to the 
evaporator 52, thus to increase the rate of liquid 
carried into the air supplied to the enclosed 
space, and vice versa. Obviously the control H3 
operating the damper I l I may be of a pneumatic 
type suitably connected through conduit means 
to a pressure varying device responsive to the 
thermostat H5. As suggested in dotted lines at 
Hi, the electrical circuit of the heating means 
for the evaporator, should such be provided, may 
be connected into the electrical control circuit 
Ill, also to be operated in a manner to increase 
the rate of evaporation as the number of occu 
pants is increased, or the thermostat H5 may, if 
desired, be employed solely to control such liquid 
heating means. Such a system provides an ef 
fective automatic control due to the fact that 
odor emanation from occupants generally is di 



rectlyproportionaltohuman 13 ' » . 

_ activity. and thus, 
in any particular establishment,’ to the number 
oi’ occupants. _- ' ' ' _ ~ _ 

Further automatic control oi’ a system equipped 
with apparatus of the present invention may be 
had as propoud in Fig. 16.- The damper III in 
inlet duct 53 leading to the evaporator 52 may be 
mechanically linked to the air inlet control 
damperv33, such as bymeans of a rod ll'l- con 
nected to a bell‘crank III in turn connected to 
the inlet-air damper 33. Either'damper III or 
damper33inturnmaybeconnectedbyarod 

' ill to an operating control “3 connected into an 
electrical circuit Ill, including thermostat “I 
located in supply duct 39. This particular con 
trol system automatically compensates for varia 
ble intake of outside air that maybe malodorous, 
such as in a case where exhaust from a restau 
rant may be in the vicinity of the outside air in 
take 23. The control “3 (which, of course, may 
be operated from thermostat III either ‘electri 
cally .or pneumatically) will automatically in 
crease. the opening of the outside air intake 
damper 33 as the number of occupants is in 
creased. In order to compensate for the malo 
dorous condition of the increased amounts of 
outside air being drawn in, the damper l I l in the 
evaporator inlet duct 53 will automatically per 
mit increasing amounts of 1 air to be drawn 
through the evaporator to increase the amount 
oi’ air-treating liquid to be supplied in vapor mm 
to the enclosed space, or conversely, the control 
“3 may be employed to operate the damper III 
with the latter linked with ‘the outside air inlet 
damper 33. so that they will both be opened grad 
ually as the temperature of the air supplied 
through supply duct 33 is decreased in ‘response 
to an increased number of occupants. Thus as 
the outside air inlet damper is opened wider to, 
permit increase in the amount of ‘outside air 
drawn into the system, the rate of evaporation of 
the air-treating liquid will be increased in just 
the right amount to counteract the malodorous 
condition of the outside air drawn in. Con 
versely, a similar control system may be em 
ployed as an economy measure so that as the out 
side air inlet damper 33 is opened wider the evap 
orator control damper Hl is closed to a greater 
extent. This may be‘ employed to advantage 
where the outside air is clean and relatively free 
of odor as it will permit increased ‘amounts of 
that air e?ectively 'to combat by dilution to a 
certain extent indoor odor emanation with an 
economy in the evaporation rate of the air-treat 
ing liquid by proportionally decreasing the evap 
oration rate thereof. '' < 

It will thus be-seen that the objects of the 
invention speci?cally set forth above and alluded 
to or made apparent in the above description 

. some 
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cupancy, a mal-odor-reducing air-quality-im 
proving liquid evaporating means having a pas 

- sage extending therethrough adapted to bring 

10 

air into contact with such liquid, to entrain a 
quantity thereot in vapor iorm as that air passes 
through‘ that e, and means connecting the - 
evaporating eat one end substantially di 
rectly to- a~ source of substantially stable inside 
air of an enclosed space of occupancy and at 
the other endsubstantially directly to the fan 

‘ intake means whereby an appreciable di?’eren 
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are e?lciently attained, and since certain changes 5° 
in the ‘construction set forth, which embody the 
invention, may be made without departing from 
its scope, it is intended that all matter con 
tained in the above description or shown in the 
accompanying- drawings shall be interpreted as 
illustrative and not in a limiting sense. 
Having described my invention, what I claim 

.as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. Air ventilating system for enclosed spaces 

of occupancy comprising, in combination, an air 
inlet passage for drawingdn outside air, a tan 
having discharge means and intake means with 
the latter connected to said inlet passage, a 
supply passage connected to said i'an discharge 
meanstosupplyairtoanenclosedspace oioc 
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tial in pressure will create air ?ow at a relatively 
high rate through the evaporating passage. 

2. Air ventilating system for enclosed spaces 
of occupancy comprising, in‘ combination, an air 
inlet e for drawing in outside air, a tan 
having discharge means and intake means with 
.-the latter‘c'onnected to said inlet passage, 9. . 
supply passage connected to said Ian discharge 
means to supply air to an enclosed space of 
occupancy, a mal-odor-reducing air-quality-im 
proving liquid evaporating means having a pas 
sage extendingtherethrough adapted to bring 
air into contact with such liquid to entrain a 
quantity thereof in vapor form as that air passes 
through that passage, and means connecting the 
evaporating passage at one'end substantially di 
rectly to a source of substantially stable inside 
air of an enclosed space of ‘occupancy and at the 
other end substantially directly to the fan intake 
means where a static pressure differential of 
between about 0.2 of an inch and 1.5 inches water 
gauge exists during operation of said fan to cause 
a fraction oi’ the inside air to flow through said 
evaporating e from said source to the tan 
intake means. ' ' 

3. Air ventilating system for enclosed spaces 
of occupancy comprising, in combination, an air 
inlet passage for drawing in outside air, a fan 
having discharge means and intake means with 
the latter connected to said inlet passage, a 
supply passage connected to said fan discharge _ 
means to supply air to an enclosed space of be 
cupancy, a mal-odor-reducing- air-quality-im-' 

‘_ proving liquid evaporating means having a pas 
sage extending therethrough adapted to bring 
air into contact with such liquid to entrain a 
quantity thereof in vapor form as that air passes 
through that passage, and means connecting the ' 
evaporating passage at one end substantially di 
rectly to a source of substantially stable inside 
air oi’ an enclosed space of occupancy and at the 
other end substantially directly to the fan intake 
means where a static pressure di?'erential of 
at least about 0.4 of an inch water gauge exists 
during operation 01' said fan to cause a fraction 
of the inside air to ?ow through said evaporating 
passage from said source to the fan intake means. 

4. Air ventilating system for enclosed spaces 
of occupancy comprising, in combination, an air , 
inlet passage having a fresh air opening for 
drawing in outside air, a fan having discharge 
means and intake means- with therlatter con 
nected to said inlet passage, air conditioning 
means in said inlet passage between the fresh 
air opening and the intake means, a supply pas 
sage connected to said fan discharge means to 
supply air to an enclosed space of occupancy, 
a return air passage connected to said inlet pas 
sage between the fresh air opening and said con 
ditioning means to return substantially stable 
inside air from an enclosed space of occupancy 
to said inlet passage, an ,air-quality-improving 
liquid evaporating means having a passage ex 
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therethrough adapted to bring air into 
contact with such liquid to entrain a quantity ‘ 
thereof in vapor form as that air passes through 
that passage, and means connecting the evapo 
rating passage at one end substantially directly 
to said return air passage and at the other end 
substantially directly to the fan intake means 
whereby an appreciable diil’erentlal in pressure 
will create air ?ow at a relatively high rate , 
through theevaporating passage. 

5. Air ventilating system for enclosed spaces 
of occupancy comprising, in combination,‘ an air 
inlet passage having a fresh air opening for 
drawing in outside air, a fan having discharge 
means and intake means with the latter con 
nected to said inlet passage, air conditioning 
means in said inlet passage between the fresh 
air opening and the intake means, a supply pas 
sage connected to said fan discharge means to 
supply air to an enclosed space of occupancy, a 
return air passage connected‘ to said inlet pas 
sage between the fresh air opening and said con 
ditioning means to return substantially stable 
inside air from an enclosed space of occupancy 
in said inlet passage, 9. mal-odor-reducing ‘air 
quality-improving liquid evaporating means hav 
ing a passage extending- threthrough adapted 
to bring air into contact with such liquid to 
entrain a quantity thereof in vapor form as that 
air passes through that passage, and means con 
necting the evaporating passage at one end sub 
stantially directly to said return air passage 
ahead of pressure drop-creating equipment there 
in and at the other end substantially directly to 
the fan intake means whereby an appreciable 
di?erential in pressure will create air flow at a 
relatively high rate through the evaporating 
passage. 

6. Air ventilating system for enclosed spaces 
of occupancy comprising, in combination, an air 
inlet passage having a fresh air opening for 
drawing in outside air, a fan having discharge 
means and intake means with the latter con 
nected to said inlet passage, air conditioning 
means in said inlet passage between the fresh 
air opening and the intake means, a supDLV Pas 
sage connected to said fan discharge means to 
supply air to an enclosed space of occupancyha 
return air passage connected to said inlet pas 
sage between the fresh air opening and said 
conditioning means to return substantially stable 
inside air from an enclosed space of occupancy 
to said inlet passage, a mal-odor-reducing air 
quality-improving liquid evaporating means hav 
ing a passage extending therethrough adapted 
to bring air into contact with such liquid to en 
train a quantity thereof in vapor form as that 
air passes through that passage, and means con 
necting the evaporating passage atone end sub 
stantially directly to said return air passage and 
at the other end substantially directly to the 
fan intake means where a static pressure differ 
ential of between about 0.2 of an inch and 1.5 
inches water gauge exists during operation of 
said fan to cause a fraction of the return air to 
flow through said evaporating passage from said 
return air passage to the fan intake means. 

7. Air ventilating system for enclosed spaces 
of occupancy comprising, in combination, an air 
inlet passage having a fresh air opening for 
drawing in outside air, a fan having discharge 
means and intake means with the latter con 
nected to said inlet passage, air conditioning 
means in said inlet passage between the fresh air 
opening and the intake means, a supply e 
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connected to saidfan discharge means to supply 
air to an enclosed space of occupancy, a return air 
passage connected to said inlet e between 
the fresh air opening and said conditioning means 
to return substantially stable inside air from 
an enclosed space of occupancy to said inlet pas 
sage, a mal-odor-reducing air-quality-improving 
liquid evaporating means having a passage ex 
tending therethrough adapted to bring air into 
contact with such liquid to entrain a quantity 
thereof in vapor form as that air passes through 
that passage, and means connecting the evapo 
rating passage at one end substantially directly 
to said return air passage and at the other end 
substantially directly to-l'the fan intake means 
where a static pressure differential of at least 
about 0.4 of an inchwater gauge exists during 
operation of said fan to cause a fraction of the 

- return air to flow through said evaporating pas 
sage from said return air passage to the fan in 
take means. 

8. Air ventilating system for enclosed spaces 
of occupancy comprising, in combination, an air 
inlet passage having a fresh air opening for 
drawing in outside air, a fan ‘having discharge 
means and intake means with the latter con 
nected to said inlet passage, air conditioning 
means in said inlet passage between the fresh 
air opening and the intake means, a supply pas 
sage connected to said fan discharge means to 
supply air to an enclosed space of occupancy, a 
return air passage connected to said inlet pas 
sage between the fresh air opening and said 
conditioning means to return substantially stable 
inside air from an enclosed space of occupancy to 
said inlet passage, an “auditorium” by-pass con 
nected directly between said return air passage 
and the fan intake means, a mal-odor-reducing 
air-quality-improving liquid evaporating means 
having a passage extending therethrough adapted 
to bring air into contact with such liquid to 
entrain a quantity thereof in vapor form as that 
air passes through that passage, and means con 
necting the evaporating passage at one end sub 
stantially directly to said return air passage 
ahead of said “auditorium” by-pass and at the 
.other end substantially directly to the fan in 
take means thereby by-passing said “auditorium" 
by-pass and any pressure drop-creating equip 
ment therein whereby an appreciable differential 
in pressure will create air flow at a relatively 
high rate through the evaporating, passage. 

9; Airv ventilating system for enclosed spaces 
of occupancy comprising, in combination, an air 
inlet duct having a fresh air opening for draw 
ing in outside air, an air conditioning chamber 
connected to said duct and containing pressure 

- drop-creating air conditioning means, a fan hav 
ing discharge means and intake means with the 
latter connected to said chamber, a supply duct 
connected to said fan discharge means to supply 
air to an enclosed space of occupancy, a return 
air duct connected to said inlet duct to return 
substantially stable insidev air from an enclosed 
space of occupancy to said inlet passage, a mal 

> odor-reducing air-quality-improving liquid evap 
crating means having a passage extending there 
through adapted to bring air into contact with 
such liquid to entrain a quantity thereof in vapor 
form as that air passes through that passage, 
and means connecting the evaporating passage 
at one end substantially directly to said return 
air duct and at the other end substantially di 
rectly to the fan intake means whereby an ap 
preciable differential in pressure will create air 
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